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Another Facelift For Towers 
There "'is a $15,000 left over 
frbm the Towers Union 
renovation project started two 
years ago, and that money will 
.shortly be· used · to provi4e 
Towers' diners with "a pleasant 
eating experience." 
The money .is in a restricted 
fund··.which by s'tipulation·imist 
be use·d for renovations. Bob· 
Howland, .Director of Business 
Services·,· feels tl}is is the best 
way to use that money. 
Initially, students' reactjons 
to the proposed renovations 
were of the "why spend the 
ll ,. 
money that way?" type. "But 
once that feeling passed, 
students were in support of 
them," remarked G.T. Spence, 
Area Coordinator for the 
Towers. 
Mr. Spence, with Mr. 
Howland and Dave Lord, 
Director- of Housing, conducted 
floor meetings on every floor of 
both the Towers ·to receive 
student input. 
.. One set of plans called for 
permanent floor-to-ceiling 
partitions in several places. The" 
majority of students disliked this 
·,nc11TT1T1~ n.r:,..11rnr,,c. or 1.rnn,nY ,\11111,,n \POI n n oc 1n' 
B_aize~, Ezergailis Attend 
A_AUP State Convention 
By Karen Sperling blacklisted. This makes it 
difficult for that college to hire 
The New- York State new faculty, as professors are 
representatives of the American hesitant to work for institutions 
Association of University which are on the AAUP's 
Professors held their semi-annual blacklist. On the other hand, the 
conference in New York City on labor union deals with a 
recalcitrant employer through 
December 15, 1973 · Ithaca collective bargaining, a method 
College chapter President Ashur by which, if the union is not 
Baizer and Secretary/Treasurer satisfied with the employer, it 
Andrew Ezergailis attended the can strike. Up until a few years 
gathering at the City University ago there was· a sharp division 
of New York. - between the white and blue 
According to Mr. Baizer and collar worker in that the former 
Mr. Ezergailis, the main topi~ of usually would not collectively 
discu~sion was _col~ective bargain, while the latter would 
bargaining. Of growing mterest At the conference, Mr. -Baizer 
to the nationwide professional founcr -that around the state, 
organization has been the collective bargaining was, "on 
question of establishing the the whole a good experience." A 
· AAUP as a collective b_ari?~ning representative · from Adelphi 
agent. This carries srgmficant University on Long Island spoke· 
political implication in that favorably at . the conference 
collective bargaining is J'.lO~ about his recent experience with 
- usually associated with a whit,e unionization. According to Mr. 
collar 'force such as that or the Ezergailis, "people who had 
professors: . organized their schools were 
The method presently used by v e r y e x c i t e d'' ab o u t 
the AAUP in salary and tenure unionization. In referring·to the 
disputes is that of_blacklisting. If.conference, Mr. B.~izur stated 
a college admll!_istratioh does.,no_t 'that, "in a way it's disturbing 
comply with the d"<mands of 
rofessors, that administration is . continued on page 2 
because they could not survey 
the entire dining hall at a glance 
and see who was sitting where, 
according to Mr. Spence. They 
would also inhibit freedom of 
movement and the feeling of a 
large hall. The glass wall, 
presently dividing the cafeteria, 
will be removed. 
To relieve the congestion 
around the tray drop area, the 
soda dispensers will be moved 
next to the milk machines. The 
tile walls along the tray return 
area remind many of a 
bathroom, and one proposal 
calls for paneling the entire wfll 
in walnut. 
More efficient lighting in. the 
form of low hanging globe lights 
was ,a popular idea with the 
students, as was a sound system 
allowing for piped-in music. Mr. 
Howland and Mr. Spence 
counter the argument of why 
spend the money this way by 
pointing out that $ l 5,000 would 
not go very far at all in the 
renovation of a dorm, but it will 
go a long way towards improving 
the Tower cafeteria. "I don't 
continued on page eleven 
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More On 
Mieczkowski 
The hearing that will decide 
whether or not economics 
"Professor Bogdan Mieczkowski 
wiJI be fully reinstated as an 
Ithaca College faculty member is 
in recess now but will reconvene 
on January twenty ninth. 
The hearing began at ten 
o'clock a.m. on December tenth, 
1973 and continued until the 
·twelfth, when it recessed until 
after the holidays. January 7, 8, 
9, 1974, brought statements and 
testimony from both sides, and 
it was decided to recess until the 
end of this month. 
Ms. Eileen Dickinson, 
executive assistant to President 
Phillips, is sending requests in 
the mail to the hearing 
committee to check their 
calendars for March in the event 
the p·roceedings are not 
terminated by the end of 
January. 
. . . - . . . ..__/ 
volume 47 /no . .14 
, I --y--/ 
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Proposed Towers Dining Hall 
Ski and Hockey Clubs 
Seeking Financing 
By Barbara Sheldon 
The big question at Tuesday 
night's Student Congress 
meeting was whether or not 
Student Congress should 
recognize a club which 
eventually intends to become a 
· team, or should the Athletic 
Department be deemed 
responsible for the fundings of 
these activities. 
Representatives of the Ski 
Racing Club and The Ithaca 
College Women's Ice Hockey 
Association brought the issue 
before the body after. Both of 
these groups had gone to the 
Athletic Department for 
assistance, ~but were denied 
funding because neither arc 
college teams. The Ski Racing 
Club did receive a promise from 
the Recreation Department that 
any funds the club received from 
Congress would be matched by 
the department. 
The Ski Racing Cluh 
representatives requested that 
Congress allocate the club $250. 
There are presently t wcnty 
students interested in the club. 
The funds arc to cover poles, 
instruction, and clothes for the 
interested students. A half day's 
group instruction in racing 
techniques alone costs $100 at 
Greek Peak. Once the Ski Racing 
Club gathers momentum and 
finds a coach, they will be 
recognized by the Athletic 
Department as a team, they--say. 
Andy Telsey, chairman of the 
Community Health and Safety 
Committee, suggested that 
Student Congress negotiate an 
agreement with the Athletic 
Department, then Studen 
Congress' initial funding to the 
club be reimbursed. 
Reaction to funding the Ski 
Racing Club seemed favorable, 
but the Ithaca C9llege Women's 
lee Hockey Association may 
meet more difficulty in Student 
Congress. Primary obstacles will 
be its restrictive nature, being 
limited to J.C. women. The 
Association is in "desparate" 
need of funding. At their first 
organizational meeting, 
thirty-five interested women 
showed, yet enthusiasm waned 
when equipment costs and ice 
time prices were quoted. The 
Association has encountered the 
same difficulties with The 
Athletic Department a~ the Ski 
Racing Club. 
Two other new dubs were 
proposed before Student 
Congress Tuesday evenmg, more 
on the light side of life. Shawn 
Bennett discussed the poss1b1Jity 
of an Ithaca College Pocket 
Billiards Club. He requested 
SI 50 from Congress for fifteen 
lockers to he installed in the 
Games Room on the third floor 
of Egbert Union. These lockers 
· would be rented to students for 
$3 per semester per student for 
storage of their cue stick. This 
rate is for each student, and the 
number of students per locker 
has no bearing 011 it. Shawn 
believes that the establishment 
of this club will increase interest 
in th c Games Room and 
continued on page 2 
OF PHOSPHATES· AND F·.UNDS--An Ice Ctedlll $tore On Ct1111pl/s? 
- · · f · volunteers,, with- only a manager junior phys-ed major. All those by May. The proposal was put be ore f h h h 
By John Wilson the Ithaca College Student on salary. Staff pay, Caplan says, that qualify would then be put Clearance or t c s op as 
would be· meted out in as much into a lottery drawmg, which, already been received from the Congress Tuesday night by a . . . 
Starting possibly as early as.-· b ice cream as desired while on-the the group feels, would eliminate S a g a A d m 1 n I s t r a t 1 v e ~ group of . undergrads led ,Y , h. h h th "ght 
. next, month, uu; phosphate, a _. d job. The idea_ is to raise any possible favoritism, Corporation, w 1c as en 
f . ·r- t student manager J9el Caplan an f d 1·t· k" t· 1·t . t II f d concessions on 
. soda fou·ntain avonte o pas Tom Threlkeld. The group is scholarship money or nee y po 1 1c mg, or· par 1a 1 y, smce o a oo 
y'ears, · may be :rµaking '.i,ts seeking $ 1620 frO!Jl the student J.C. students. friends of the members of the campus, the Ithaca College 
comeback-on··the Ithaca CoUege · government to cove_r initial ice cream shop group might very departments of Housing and 
campus, no less. .. . . operating costs. The non-profit Scholarship Requirements well be up for the scholarships. Business Services, as well as the 
. The ''.foz" _ and the mor~ --.Qrganization . would. return the There will be, Caplan asserts, West Tower residents, who, after 
norma~ 1c\. cream . and soda ·m:dlley: s.:~cei\'.ed-·. from Congr~ ~. According to . the group.'s ·as many $500 scholarships each debate Mon day night, 
(ountam_treats'; su<:h.as_sunlla<lf-.~~-:as1siiies'allowed. . plans, uridergra_dua~~- -of all semester as net profits from the conditionally approved the 
and ~hakes,.will.J;ie-f~Jtll~f~ at~ >::- ;'.J'he:• shop, whic~., . iro_nically. classes woul~ be eligible. They horpl~: t!il!1e!~'~;~/;:ou~~ proTh1ecet res1·dents reserved .the proposed stµdent"'.<>rga~~ · ¢iiougli,;would be occupy,mg the would require, though, a 3.0 
student·r~n k~ _ cream_··. s~op. c,..ntdi-st~~~t.govern~nt offi~ in ,::um _or better, a~d ~eed ~s the original expense this right to review the progress of 
·siatect·for the basem~nt . .of:tl\.~. ·:.-:the ,:.:West..- -Tower-- basement,....established by fmanc1al aid semester to be able to afford· ~o the shop to see if it was in 
-WestT~w,~r.-.- ·:-,-_--:. : ·: . ..~,. _" ·,_,·-.. .-oukL'.be:' ·stiffed· ·by student r1:ports, ~ys manager Caplan, a give out at least one scholarship. continued on page eight 
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around lh• nation 
Washington ... At a time when gas rationing is said 
to be a fifty percent possibility, the seven larg~st 
oil companies operating in the United States 
acknowledged recording large profits in the first 
nine months of 1973. The companies increased 
their profits 46% in the last years' first 
three-quarters. This information was revealed 
during the second day of hearings by a Senate 
committee investigation the energy 
According to figures compiled by the Senate 
committee, this increase occurcd in spite of the 
fact that sales by the companies were up only 6%. 
Washington ... Prcs1dent Nixon has once again 
squa~hcd aJJ rumors that he might resign. Ills press 
secretary, Ron Ziegler, announced that the 
l'residen t 1s ignoring all demands that he step 
down, and 1s determined to serve out his remaining 
three year~. Meanwhile public opinion polls 
throughout the country rdlect that Nixons' 
popularity is contmumg to decline. 
In other Watergate related matters, Arizona 
Senator Barry Goldwater, said that he felt that 
Watergate will cost every Republican candidate 
I 0% of the vote this year. lie termed that much of 
a cut, "disastrous··. 
Marco Island, Florida ... tx perts from the Amerit:an 
lleart Assoc1allon have developed a new method 
of diagnosing heart defct:ts in infants. The 
technique, wluch operates with the use of 
high-energy sound wave~. 1s expected to be able to 
~.ave t!1.c live~ of c1s many of 10,000 babies every 
ycar. I he danger in open heart surgery in infants 
has been dcterrninmg exactly whery the defect is 
located. Tiu~ new method 1s designed to eliminate 
th;it complication. 
Washinglon ... The Labor l)epartrnent revealed 
·1 ucsday that con~umer prices continued to rise in 
Dccemh.:r and cnJcJ the year with the largest 
annual 111crea~e 111 26 ycar~. The increase of 8.8% 
wa, the lughe~t rate of inflation srnce the enJ of 
World War 11. The chiet cau,e~ ot llw 111erease were 
~aid Lo he the 111gb me 111 the price~ of food and 
tud. 
San Diego .. .J a me~ Paddock. a Journalist for the 
San 01ego U.~wn, was ,cntenccd Wedm:sday to a 
seven month prison term for not revealing his 
source~ of a news ~tory tu J Federal Grand Jury. 
Paddock. had written a series of art1cks for the 
Union dealing with milit,rnt you th organizations 
111 Southern Calitonw.1. 
aro·und the- world 
Middle Ea~t. .:\n Jgree.111cnl wa, <1cccpted hy Israel 
and l·gypt :vlondJy on the ,epJr.illon of forces 
ne,ir LhL' Sue, ( 0 J11Jt Thc .1gn:em.:11t was brought 
,1houl hy Lht: ello11~ of SecrL"tJry of State llenry 
K1,s1ngL·1 l"he m.1111 point, ,11 th.: pact were: Israel! 
forcL'~ on both ,1dL'' nl the Sut:t CanJI will 
w1thdr,rn ec1slw..1rd ,1ho111 tw,:nty miles; 
l·gypt1,111 lorcL'~ will .nlVJllL"l' 111Lo the t.:rntory 
,.1c.1LL'd hy hraL'I. ,1 butk1 zonc along the 
h;inb ol thc Suc, C'Jnal wlll he cstabl1shed, 
L'llJbl1nµ LhL· \\'Jlerw,1y lo open tor the first 
l1111e SIIJL"L' I <)c, 7 
lb ,1 rL·,ult o1 tl11~ <1grL·c·111e11L, K1ss1ngcr believes 
lhdt lhl' /\1;ib 011 L'111ha1go will be lilted. He stated 
that A1ah kJdl'I, h.id ,1,,urcd 111111 that the 
L'lllb<1rgu would lie ll"lllOVed oncL' the 
d1~eng,1gL'11Jent pJL'! W,IS ac·cepll'LI. 
Be~last..."J he lll'W l'rote,t;int CJtholic Coalition got 
otl to a rocky st;irt 1 u.:sday. a, v1ok11L:e disrupted 
th.: first session. Th,: militant Protestants were led 
hy lfrv Ian Paisley. who has threatL·ned to return 
c1 nd continue: the: d.:111onstrat1ons. Eighteen 
Jcmunstrators W<-'rt' removed frolJl the chambers 
and IJVt' pollt:cm<.'11 were inJllrL·d. 
Onawa ... ThL' CJnadians have: their own energy 
problems. howc:ver thc:y are a hit different from 
those found m the United States. Now that 
Canada has ra1s..:d the cost of oil 1t sells ·to the 
U.S.. 1t has to dc:d1k what to do with the profits. 
Thc:y have plans to double the price by February 
I. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau has called a 
meeting of the ten Premiers of the: Canadian 
provinces to decide how these profits should be 
divided. 
Paul Stem 
~_.lCa~p~~, Center 
Difficulties 
By Warren Halleday 
The proposed Campus Center 
, project, with all of its academic, 
social and cultural promise, has 
reached the go or no go point. 
Money as always, will be the 
final major stepping stone before 
the project can get underway. 
Mr. William Scoones, Assistant 
Provost, is directing the project, 
says that the school would like 
to have a good percentage of the 
funds in· hand" before 
construction is started. 
Mr. Scoones said that a 
decision will be made around 
April as to when and whether 
the project will begin. Scoones 
,tated that the school would not 
be built unless the project is 
~ntirely subsidized by private 
;ources. He gave a tentative date, 
June 1974, for the 
commencement of the two 
million dollar undertaking but 
acknowledged it could be as late 
as next year. Once begun, the 
project will take an estimated J 8 
months to complete. 
According to the plans, the 
project wiH add 38,000 sq. ft. to 
the present library structure, by 
topping it with two additional 
floors. The project also calls for 
the present first floor of the 
library to be reconstructed into 
a multi-purpose area featuring an 
art gallery, a "culture court", 
seminar rooms,and acoustically 
. treated areas. Along with these 
there will be a lounge and coffee 
bar and new offic facilities for 
the Office of Career Plans. 
The four top floors would be 
arranged to handle library 
facilities ;ind the Center for 
. Instructional Resources m an 
effort to, ;is Mr. Scoones says 
"to make a marriage of the two 
. functioqs." The new space. will 
allow for expanded services of 
departments such as books, 
microfilm apparatus, film library 
. learning labs, listening apparatus, 
· ;in experimental classroom, and 
high speed duplicating machines. 
The pr,>ject evolved from an 
earlier plan to build a 
free-standing building elsewhere 
on campus which would have 
had mucl1, of the same facilities 
as the proposed plans for the 
first floor of tQe new project. 
After debating the usefulness of 
that type of building in 
, rclat1onsh1p to the needs of tne 
c;impus the angina! plan was 
ilroppe·d anil the present one was 
found lo be more frasible. 
Mr. Thomas Canfield is the 
Oesign Architect for the project. 
Mr.. Canfield was the original 
,1rcl~itect for the Campus. 
Garden Apartm•nts Targ~t ·•f 
. . . .· . 
· Vacation R9bbera 
By Vann Weller 
The Ithaca. College campus 
was the scene of several thefts 
and acts of vandalism over the 
Christmas vacation. Lou 
Withiam, Coordinator of Safety 
and Security, said that the 
following thefts were reported: 
on January 9, a typewriter and 
stereo equipment were reported 
missing from one of the Garden 
Apartments; on January 13, 
photography equipment was 
reported missing from Terrace 
12; another theft, of stereo 
speakers, was reported from the 
Garden Apartments on January 
14; and also on January 14 a 
resident of the East Tower 
reported the theft of a stereo 
headset and some liquor. 
Another prob_lem that 
frequently plagues the campus 
during vacations is that of 
Club 
Financing 
continue<l from page one 
generate more income for 
Student Congress. 
Immediately following 
Shawn's proposal, another 
Student Congress representative 
musingly requested that $5 be 
allocated to the Ithaca College 
Federation of Table Hockey and 
Football for bandaids and rnsin. 
Hovi many people eat ice 
cream in the winter?" Well The 
Scoo'p in Col!egetown repo;tedly 
sells I 00 tubs a week. Could an 
ice cream shop be successful on 
t/:le Ithaca College t:ampus? 
There are a few people who 
think SO'. 
Tom Threlkeld, a sophomore 
television-radio major, requested 
$ I 6 20 be allocated to cover 
initial costs for · an ice cream 
shop to be opened this semester 
in the basement of the West 
Tower. These funds woulcU,e a 
loan . on which repayments 
would be made periodically once 
the shop started making profits. 
All profits above costs will go 
towards a · scholarship fund. for 
J.C. Students who h·ave at least a 
3.0 cumulative. average. The 
manager of the shop will be the 
only salaried worker. All others 
will be volunteers. The plans 
have already been approved by 
SAGA and Housing. What are 
lacking are the funds to cover 
initial costs. 
As planneµ now, the ice 
cream shop will be open 8 p.m. 
to midnight on weekdays, and 
longer hours on weekends, as of 
now undetermined. 
vandalism to cars. Antennas and 
windows are the prime targets 
./ for such assaults, and during the 
vacation two antennas were 
snapP..ed off cars and one car 
window was reportedly broken. 
The incidents seem to be 
. unrelated, according to Withiam, 
as they occurred in three widely 
separated parts of the campu!l 
lots F, L, and S. As of yet, no 
one has been apprehended in 
connection with any of the 
thefts or incidents of vandalism. 
Mr. Whithiam says that 
security on campus was pretty 
tight during the wee.ks that the 
college was closed. Several 
members of the Student 
Auxiliary Safety Patrol .(SASP) 
lived 'on campus and helped 
patrol the dormitories. Buildings, 
were searched and almost every 
room checked many times daily 
for people .that were not 
supposed to be there. According 
to one SASP member, there was 
evidence qf people being in 
rooms and even taking showers, 
but no one was found. • 
The present une!lJployment 
, rate in Ithaca and its environs 
was cited by Withiam as a 
possible reason for the thefts. He 
also said that due to the gasoline 
shortage, much of the patrolling 
on campus was done on foot. 
Had Safety and Security been· 
able to use its patrol cars to the 
best advantage, he said, perhaps 
some of the thefts and vandalism 
might have been thwarted. 
AAUP 
· continued from page one 
and in a , way it's enlightening 
that the other schools in the 
state have the same troubles as 
we do." 
The matter of setting up the 
AAUP as a, bargaining agent at 
Ithaca College is still very 
questionable. In order to bring 
more information about 
unionization to the campus, Mr. 
Baizur has tentatively planned 
for Mr. Malcolm D. Schlusberg, 
an Attorney and Professor in the 
Department of Law and Public 
Policy at Syracure University to 
speak at I.C. Mr. Schlusberg has 
been instrumental in attempts at 
setting up the collective 
bargaining effort at Syracuse. 
Baizur and Ezergailis went in 
hopes of learning more about ,, 
tht: process of collective 
bargaining. However, Mr. 
Ezergailis states, "At this time 
we are not in the position to 
organize: we 're just -talking 
about it." 
Heard On The Hill Shaky Market 
By Peter N. Burbank 
In rhe past five weeks the st9ck market gained 
some ground. but still remains on shaky ground. 
The future performance of the market depends on 
the availability of oil. If the Arabs end the oil 
cmbargo there is likely to be heavy investment in 
the market because considerable profits in '74 may 
he attained. However. if the embargo remains, the 
unpleasant scenano will develop further, as fuel 
co.sts. nse, company earnings decline, anci 
unemployment and inflation rise."lt is doubtful, at 
this time th!t the possibility of impeachment will 
have a serious effect on the markets, due to the 
apparent competency of Vice President Ford. 
Recently. Indonesia announced tlie desire to 
obtam a larger share of revenue from oil produced 
for the U.S. Companies with interests in Indonesia 
will be affected. most notably Natomas. 
At!Jntic Richfield and Standard Oil. of Ohio 
may become extremely valuable stocks in tne 
ft? r-.re due to their interests in the Alaskan north 
slopes. Lately. Winnebago has shown a little life 
and risen in price due to the introduction of their 
new intra-city bus. This new hus may become· a 
popular means of transportation during the energy 
crisis. 
Car Sales Down 
~ -' ,- --r~- --
·' --~";_-·~-;~_ -:..::--.:..:;::~.:_:_r_l'_,..,,1,._• --:"-r--:--..-;;~•,. 
expected- d_rop in G:-M. sales should discourag!! 
short-term investors m G.M. The profit potential 
for G.M. in 1974 looks dismal, at this time. .' 
. Some economist_s expect a record trade deficit 
!n 1974 d~e to· additional costs of petroleum 
imports which may go up to 12 billion. Last . 
November, e~onomists predicted a healthy surpius 
~or_ the U.S. m, 1974. Even if the l',rab oil embargo 
1s lifted many corporate profits are expected to be 
deprP,:-~ing due to· rising labor costs, rising costs of 
raw materials and inflation. 
Fluctuating Values 
The market value price of oil and gold stocks" 
have fluctuated significantly: Obviously, the 
energy crisis is affecting the ·oils while the 
instability of the monetary system is affecting the · 
gold stocks. . 
. _,At this tim_e,,. small investors as well as l~rae 
investors, particularly mutual funds, are hesitant 
to ~ully invest in the market. There are too many 
van~bles and questions. re!;arding the 19.74 
econom~ of the ·. U:~.. according tq_ leading. 
economist ... On~ can find just as mrny .economists 
optimistic ab'out 1974··as P.·essmustf af this time . 
~tlf • on Monday, Dl!!ont Walston, Inc., th; 
~at1on. s ~cond, ·· Jarge~t .· stocic.;b.rockerage, 
announced 1t was· pulling.~out of the. s~curities 
fie~d •. due to ~ts hea\'y~~~tbcre in recent y_ears. 
.... ' ... , .... 
-·------ -
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"FilEE ll/' EXPANDS 
three sections held on Tuesday 
and Thursday the hours are 
2-3:30; 3:30-5; 5-6:30 and one 
section on Wednesday from 7-10 
p.m. The course will last for 6 
weeks. For the first time last 
semester,. "Free University" 
courses w~ offered here at 
Ithaca College. These are courses 
in subjects which are not offered 
to students for credit and are 
called "Mini-courses" by many.· 
,. Some of the courses offered last 
· semester were Automechanics, 
3-Dimensional Decoupage, 
Massage & Yoga. 
· Expansion 
The "Free Uniyersity" is 
expanding this term. The 
following is a list of the courses 
to be offered and a brief 
description of each. 
l . Ripple Afghans-this course 
will be offered on Monday 
evenings from 6-8 p.m. in "The 
Crossroads Coffeehouse". The 
art of crocketing ripple afghans 
has intriques people for years. 
Political film 
Series· Slated 
By Cathy Lynch 
No longer do Ithaca College 
students have to rely on Cornell 
to supply them with different 
and advanced styles of film for 
they are now able . to take 
advantage of an I.C.1 political 
film series,' the second half of 
which commenced January 21. 
The idea behind it all is to 
provide provocative and 
politically relevant 
feature-length films by major 
directors. Sponsored by the 
Politics Department and Politics 
Club, with· the support of 
Humanities and Sciences Dean 
Theodore ·Baker, the series of 
predominantly . Eur_opean work 
seves two functions - to relay 
political themes in an interesting 
arid entertaining fashion and to 
provide a good source of artful 
films. 
The series is a reflection of 
the political and cinematic 
interests of its originator, 
politics . Professor Martin 
Brownstein. Eager to offer a 
wider range of films to select 
from and to broaden awareness 
of quality · fore-ign films, 
Brownstein likes to think that 
those w.ho take advantage of this 
opportunity will be bet_"ter 
"sensitized" to the film 
experience. He believes movies 
treat politics more gently and 
would like to see more courses 
offered that mesh art and 
politics, since, he feels, you can 
get more from a good two hour 
film than from a text. 
Not Just Majors 
Professor Brownstein noticed 
attendance has been limited to 
mostly politics majors which he 
finds disappointing. "Politics 
have been ugly . lately,'-' 
Brownstein remarked, 
"However, politics do affect 
people's lives and •we ca~'t ru_n 
away. These films show us this 
artfully and subtly." 
Apparently those who have· 
seen the first six movies, have 
found that looking at things 
from a political aspect is of 
public interest. Those who have 
gone seemed to have appreciat~d 
it. Another plus is that the senes 
is continuing next year. 
The, films are: The Great 
McGinty directed · by Preston 
Sturgis on February 4; Robert 
Ressen's, All the King's Men on 
'February 25; Behold a Pale 
Horse directed by Fred 
Ainne~an on - March 25, and 
endmg · with a smash double 
feature of The Marx Brothers'.· 
Duck' Soup coupled with Mel 
'Brooks' Twelve Chairs. . 
Showtime is at 8:30 in TI02 
and -. seats : · are : . $I. Informal··, 
' discussions folio\¥: 
You need not know how to 
crochet to attend. The basic 
afghan, stitch will be taught and 
directions on how to 
individualize your afghan will be 
given. The course will last four 
weeks. During this time the 
afghan will be. worked on and 
any individual questions will be 
handled. The only fee for this 
course is the cost of yarn and 
crochet hooks. Depending on 
the type of yarn and size of the 
afghan the cost will range 
betwe'en seven and fifteen 
dollars. 
2. Decoupage-This course will 
be offered on Monday evenings 
from 7 p.m.-9 p.m. in the 
Demotte Room. As in the course 
on Ripple Afghans no previous 
experience is required. The 
student will receive a course 
outline and a sheet containing 
various terms and materials 
needed. The only fee is tl_1.e cost 
of the materials used. The course 
will last for five weeks. 
3. A utomechaQics--This 
course was offered last semester 
and was in great demand. There 
will be one class offered on 
Wednesday night from_ 7-8 p.m. 
in the Ithaca College garage. 
Another section will be opening 
and will be held on Thursday 
from 7-8 p.m. in the Ithaca 
College garage.•There is a $ l 0 
fee and all materials are 
supplied. The course will last for 
5 weeks. 
4. Pottery-Another course 
which has been in great demand. 
The student need not have any 
previous experience and will be 
taught about the use of clay, 
how to use a potters wheel, 
methods of glazing and firing. 
There is a $ l O fee to cover use 
-- of potter's wheels. T~ere will be 
S. Photography-A four week 
course in basics of Photography 
will be offered on Tuesdays 
from l 2:30-2p.m .. This course 
will be especially for commuter 
students who are on campus 
during the day. Ten students will 
be accepted. The course will be 
offered a1?.ain on Tuesdav 
evening from 7:30-9 p.m. for ail 
others. There is no registration 
fee but students must provide 
thelr own materials. This will 
run approximat~ly $15. One 
need not have I any previous 
photographic knowledge but 
you must have access . to a 
camera. An instamatlc is 
sufficient. 
6. Massage-A massage course 
for non-physical therapy majors 
will be offered. However due to 
unforseen circumstances the day 
and time cannot be announced 
at this time. The course will last 
for five weeks and there is a $ l 0 
registration fee. Look for posters 
in the Union for the starting 
date. 
7~ Money.Management or. .. If 
you don't make your money 
work for you ... you'll work for 
your money-This course will 
, deal with personal investment. A 
discussion of stocks, bonds, 
selection of a company to invest 
in and many other topics will be 
discussed. The course will be 
offered on Monday's at 3:30 
p.m. in the Crossroads. Thete is 
no fee. 
8. A course in. Water Exercise 
is now in the working stages. Be 
on the look out -for further 
information. 
Anyone interested in taking 
the Free University Courses 
should sign up in the Union 
Office between 9:00 a.m. and 
3:30 p.m. dai~y. 
if.you would like experience 
and cash in areas such as 
newswriting 
concert ·o,g(lniz(lfion 
COhffl&f advertising 
bob gross X557 or 272-9729 
The S.A.B. Wants 
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BRIM TWO 
Brim magazine, the arts chronicle whic}l 
.premiered in the fall, is now accepting submissions 
for a second issue. All writers, artists, and 
photographers are invited to c~~tributc. their 
works, centering on the theme of perception of 
existence." All manuscripts should be typed, 
double spaced with pages numbered, and securely 
fastened together. The author's name must appear 
in the upper right hand corner with an e~t!mate of 
the number of words in the compos1tlon. No 
manuscripts can be returned. Photographs must be 
8 x IO inches with the name of the contributor on 
the back of each photograph in the upper right 
hand corner, and submitted in a large manilla 
envelope. Art work, if 8 x l O inches or smaller, 
should be submitted in the same manner as 
photograp4y. If the work is larger, plca~e contact 
the Brim staff so they can arrange to see 1t. 
The deadline for all materials is March I, I 974. 
They can be sent either to the Writing Center, 
Ithaca College, or to Box K-14, Egbert Union. For 
any further information, please contact Alan 
Sternberg at -272-5977. 
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE 
The Financial Aid Office has applications 
available for the Ruth K. Jacobs Memorial 
Scholarship fund. The award 1s limited to those 
students planning to enter the field of Church 
Music-. T.he deadline for the $500 award is March 
IS, 1974. 
CROSSROADS CONCERT SERIES 
The "Regular End of the Month Crossroads 
Coffeehouse People Concert Series" begins THIS 
MONTH(January)Friday, January 25, 1974 from 
8:30 . 12:30. Dana Simmons (a well-known 
iavonte performer at Ithaca College and 
Downtown) will play from 8:30 - 9:30. Glo Webel 
(the return of one of the finest guitarists in Ithaca) 
will play from 9:30 - 10:30. !he feature 
performers of the evening, The NEW Promised 
Land String Band will play from 10:30 - 12:00. 
The wine bar will be open with fine wines and 
imported beers at prices no bar down town can 
touch and the admission is free. 
WE'RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD 
Theta Alpha Phi. the National Honorary 
Dramatic Fratermty of the Department ot 
Drama-Speech at Ithaca College proudly presents 
MGM's classic fantasy -The Wizard of Oz. The L. 
Frank Baum Musical brings to life 111 full-screen 
color the adventures of Dorothy, Toto, the 
Scarecrow, Tin Woodsman, and Lion and all the 
other delightful and colorful characters from that 
magic land over the rainbow. All proceeds f1 om 
the film will go to finance the fratermt1es spring 
· production of the Tom Jones/llarvey Sch1rndt 
musical 110 In The- Shade slated for the first week 
of Mav. Escape mto the land of Oz on Sunday, 
January 27. l 974 There are four shows in the 
mam theatre of the Dillingham Center for the 
Perfonrnng Arts at Ithaca College. l :00 PM, 4.?0 
PM, 7 .00 PM, and lJ:30 PM. Children under 12-)0 
cenb. Children over I 2-S l .00 For further 
information or any questions please contact Mr. 
Bill Emgo at 274-3345. 
MUSIC 61 PRESENTS BEACH BOYS 
AND BEATLES TOGETHER 
Beginning this Fnday at Ci·OO pm, WICB-AM 
Music 61 will present a Beatles/Beach Boys 
weekend. 39 hours of nothing but the music of the 
Beach Boys and the Beatles. Included will be 
dozens of top stereo albums to be given away to 
listeners 
GRAD SCHOOL SEMINAR 
"Perspectives on Graduate School" 1s a series of 
seminars sponsored by the Office of the Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences in collaboration with 
, Services for" Career Plans. The first program, at 
4:00 pm, Wednesday, January 30 m Room l 05 of 
Friends Hall fs presented Jointly by the 
Department of English, Department of Foreign 
Languages, and the Department of Drama-Speech 
and will focus pnmanly on graduate school as a 
career avenue for students in these disciplines. 
Followmg a general discussion -and refreshments, 
three small groups will be formed to give students 
an opportunity to discuss specific questions with 
professors of their own departments. Topics 
discussed in the general session will include: going 
to graduate school, pros and cons; selecting a 
graduate school; deciding on a degree and major; 
obtaining financial aid; surviving a graduate school; 
assessing outlook for employment. . ' 
Future programs will focus on graduate school 
in other disciplines of Humanities and Sciences. 
All interested students are invited to attend. · 
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Renovations seem to be a big thing on this campus. Two years ag0 
a rather large project was undertaken to. centrally locate ,the college 
pub and coffee house. This project included a great number of 
changes throughout the Union and Towers area annexment which 
then housed the cafeteria, pub and snack bar. The Towers area lost 
its snack bar, coffee house, and pub, but was given the combined 
Landon Hall and Union bookstore, now known as The Glass 
Menagerie. The Towers cafeteria gained a glass wall, security from 
entering, sundry lighting· instruments, and was given the title of 
Multi-Purpose room. Hopes were that this multi-purpose area'would 
be used for Towers activities including movies, dances and meetings. 
A few meetings have been held in this area, which was found to be 
acoustically unfit for meetings. The East Tower sponsored a 
Valentine's Day dance last February, which was a fi1tancial disaster, •.. 
l)ocause the area wasn't conducive to dancing. As far as movies are 
concerned, it was found that the light from outside couldn't be 
adequately blocked to facilitate easy viewing. And lastly, stage 
productions were out of the question, unless, of course Public 
Theatre or what _ever group, was willing to totally take apart the 
stage and reassemble it every day, so that meals could be served on 
schedule, since the area's primary function is that of a cafeteria. 
All this brings us to the current renovation plans. It seems that 
there is some IS thousand dollars left over in a restricted fund for 
Tower renovations. This supposedly means that the money can be 
only used for renovations in the Towers area. The Towers cafeteria 
has a magnificent view, for those unfamiliar with it. Ma"ybe it is 
logical thinking to use the money now and spruce up the cafeteria 
even though it really doesn't need it. After all, by the time the 
college gets around to going through the proper channels to use the 
money in another area, the money won't be able to buy half as· 
much as it can now.· . 
What thi~ all hails down to, is that an architect was called in to 
draw up some pn.-liminary sketches for approval. These drawings 
include doing away with the glass wall, constructed just last year. 
For the past two weeks the Towers residents have _been getting a 
chance to look over these drawings and the auestion that seem~ to 
be prominent is "why?" Why· put in partitions to obstruct people's· 
views'?Why not put the money somewhere else?These students don't 
seem to realize that like a great number of other things that happen 
on this campus, it has been decided that the cafeteria is to be 
renovated and the college just wants to know which one of the 
drawings you like the· best. It's like wheJl the East Tower went co-ed. 
There were several meetings to find out the views of the tower and 
letters 
To The Editor: hc .. as senile as I appeared in the 
article). 
I wanted ·10 write just a brief I especially regret that The 
no t c I o a 11 e v I a t e any Ithacan did not have space to 
• misunderstanding I hat may have print some of my remarks about 
rcsulted fro111 thc article the history department at the 
hcadhncd ··Professor Splils'" in i.:ollcge. I have profound respect 
thc la~t issue of thc newspaper. I for the department and have 
greatly appn:ciate your 111terest found working with its staff an 
111 111y !caving and appreciate thc enormous stimulation for 
well-111eaning clfor1s ol The professional growth. I have long 
Ithacan n:porlt:r. Unfortunately, believed (and I am certain that 
1·111 afra1J that Lill' hricf opinion amongstudentsatlarge 
d1sllllallo11 ol an hour and will confirm) that the 
_fifteen minuh: 111terv1ew did not departnient could place several _ 
Dem BlueJ 
whether they wanted to go co-ed: Of those who voted in the survey 
concerning the question, 89. per cent were against going· co-ed. The 
·-administration and whoever else in the powers-that-be had decided 
arid they wanted the Tower's residents' approval as sor,t of the 
topping on the cake. ,, 
We; the apathetic student body of Ithaca -College sat back and 
accepted the decisions of those in authority then, just as we will 
watch the Tow!!rs cafeteria take on its new interior. Why sb,ould we 
care? The money, after all, is only coming out of our pockets (or 
maybe out parents'). We can sit back and keep accepting things, but 
if we do we have no right to complain about them at all. So, accept 
things for what they are and shut up, or do something about it. 
· · The traditional justification for all these renovations is that 
money in the funds for each of the various campus buildings carries 
with it the contractual stipulation that the money must be used on 
the buildings themselves and for no other purpose, i.e. helping needy 
I.C. students get themselves through this college. 
So supposedly we should just accept that the stipulation exists 
and permit .the perenial construction, reconstruction and renovation 
continue ad infinitum. rt wouhf be too much to ask that those in a 
position of action take a · good, solid, levelheaded look at the · 
situation and do something about it. Remove the stipulation. Make 
those funds work for the I.C. students, instead of the renovation 
treadmill. It would take,~ bit of work. Much bureaucracy would 
have to be bucked, perhaps, in which time, inflation would decrease 
the value of the funds involved considerably. But the precedent has 
to be set. 
Blocks have -b-een erected and now stand strong which well 
obstruct the· purpose of man's higher education-education of the 
indiv.idual for the benefit of the whole. Only it is not seemingly the· 
business of the students - his further education - that is being 
handled, but moreover the business of the industry which is the 
1current collegiate educational business system of which Ithaca 
College is a member in good standing. 
It should be needless to say tha.t those blocks, such as the 
renovation stipulation, must be removed so that the concept"of.true 
higher education can return. But it is not. 
,_ In past years this might be developed into an indictment of the 
college and its administration. It is not. It should be a call for the 
students to act. But it's not. For some reason, it seems that can't be 
expected anymore. It is a call for a show of concern and strength 
from those in the position to act. Or has apathy and disconcern 
overtaken us all? ' 
while bestowing ' on him .the 
Pulitzer Kiss of Death. Two 
· more Harpies gave him a rubber 
doll of Don Rickles, which, 
when squeezed, chortled "Hiya, 
Dummy!". Mr. Hunt then 
received the Spiro Agnew Prize 
for Crass Generalization. -Several 
other Harpies, skilled in 
haberdashery (that means men's 
clothes, Mike) outfitted Mr. 
Hunt with his very own Bobby 
Darin Hat, a wonderful item 
which expands with the wearer's 
increasing head size. Among Mr. 
Hunt;s more utilitarian gifts 
were a dictionary' a thesaurus 
- with ~;,,nonyms for ro.vJng, 
roaming; · peeking, seeking and 
sighing underlined in red, and a 
· _telephone directory listing the 
staff of _ the third floor of Job 
Hall (including Eileen Dickinson, adequatl'ly convey c1thcr the names on any list of the "best · substance or thc tolll' ol .my ten teachers·· in the entire 
remark~. college. Moreover. the personar FIS ff ER STRIKE s BA c K Marjor"y Spray car, Ellis Phillips, Jim Erickson et. al.) so that Mr. 
Hunt can continue to make· his 
irrelevant, thoughtless; and 
obnoxious comµi~!ltS .dir~ctly to 
them at . any hour~ without the 
.benefit of a screening 
middle-man like The Ithacan. To 
culminate the Harpies' 
P!esentation of gifts, the entire 
covey _converged on Mr. Hunt 
and gave him a sound and 
rousing thrashing with a paddle 
on which was inscribed, "All the 
news that_'s trivial, misleading, 
erroneous and generally stinks, 
you print' Finally, the Harpies 
dispersed, bearing Mr. Hunt's 
dismembered remains to burial 
in Bayonne, N.J., Mr. Hunt's 
spiritual home and final resting 
place. In lieu of flowers, the 
Harpies have requested that 
contributions in the form of 
accurate, stimulating and (ahem) 
mature articles be submitted to 
The Ithacan in grim and faithless 
memory of Mr. Hunt. Ms. 
Fisher, the only person to 
witness the scene of this 
poetically just carnage, assumed 
her Rex Harrison ·imitatio~ and 
was heard to comment, "By 
qeorge, I think he's had it!''. 
hrs!. the phraseology of the kindness of the members ot' the 
l1r~t of the article. rcferrmg to dcpar.t-inent to me has been such· 
that my decision to leave was 
· · ll a Ill me ll 's IU T Pia 11 ·.. thc hardest I have ever made. 
1111prcSSl'd llll' as bcmg somewhat As for Ithaca Coilege 
prctcnliou~ ( may he "snotty" is a students. I do believe that 
hl'llcr ad1l'l'l1vd. 1 will not he motivatii,n is a real problem; but 
pn:sident or even have a vny I am not sure whether the 
1111porlant position al our sister so-callcd ··atmosphere·· at the 
1nsl1tulmn to the North: and, II i.:o cge or earlier conditioning is 
al·cordingly · do not have a accountahlc. My own students 
·:plan·· al this 11111 ~- The point 1~ will attest. however. that even 
not that one or the: mst1tutiorn, when they have not worked as 
1s bctll'r than the other: they arc hard as they might. I have 
s1111ply 1hffrn·nl. 1 ~till scc a viewed them with respect and 
v1ahk rok lor the liheral arts genuinc affection...:.so much so 
cllllegc likl· Ithaca: hut I do tha! I cannot" bear to leave them ht'l1cvt· tha l such collcgcs may 
haw to hcg111 to tlunk about anti . will be commuting from 
Rochester one day a week- iri the 
ad_1ustmcnls 111 curriculum that 
may <'vcntually moVl· thcm second semester to enable the 
closcr 10 thl' technical-vocational students· in n.1Y . . U.S. Foreign 
Relations course ·to finish ·out 
colleges in conccpl. Moreover. it 
would not · he cspccially the work for the year. 
profouiid 011 my parl 10 takc · :ro con~lude. I_ h.a.v_e not been. 
l'tcdit for lhc discovi:ry that a locus ot attention m my four 
private collegcs arc in for some years at the . college an~ would· 
rough-skdding financially in the havc far. prctc_rred to shp away 
year~ ahead. As I tried to tell u1_10btrus1vely into tl~e Northern 
The ·lthacan·s int~·rviewer. Lights. I am gratetul to The 
Ithaca ·s track record has.. becn Ithacan. J}_everthdess. for giving 
far better than most comparable me this opportuni~y to say that 
institutions in the past; and 1 for 111Y stay herc l~~r been the 
one bclicvc that it will be happiest of my.· professional 
- successful in the. fut~re. Thc career a1id to_ express 131y 
members of the class of •74 appreciation ~o students and 
should all plan to join" me herc faculty alike for their friendship. 
for alumni festivities at ten-year 
intervals for the next fifty years 
(I shall. ·quit coming after that 
time fqr I will ·probably ·actually 
Ya'U come, 
Hugh-Hammett 
To The Editor: 
Rumor has it that Mike Hunt 
roving, groveling and sniyeling 
reporter for The Ithacan, has 
had it. When last seen, Mr. Hunt 
was accepting his Christmas 
present from Robin Fisher. Ms. 
Fisher is a "typical [C student" 
· with a high sense of outrage at 
the sophomoric insults Mr. Hurit 
has been. sniping all semester, 
and a low conception of Mr. 
Hunt's journalistic abilities. His 
Chnstmas present from Ms. 
Fischer consisted of a flaming 
plum pudding, a · confection 
entitled "Just Dess1:rts". Upon 
receiving his Just Desserts. Mr. 
Hunt fell to like Erysichthon 
himself {for those ot' Mr. Hunt's 
i~~ellectual level. you can look 
·up Erysichthon avaricious 
gluttony in Edith Hamilton's 
Mythology). However. no sooner 
had Mr: Hunt cut into his Just 
Desserhr.then four and twenty 
Harpies ca~~ screaming out of 
the pudding. Beating their 
furious black wings. which 
reeked of printer·s ink, and 
screeching .. Do unto. others as 
they do unto yo~". tbe Harpies 
crouched on the back of his 
chair and preferred their gifts. 
Two of the Harpies pre$ented 
him with the Hedda 
Hopper/Rona."Barret Awards,for ·-
Excellence in Researching and · . 
-R eportmg . !-fa~~---= ,Slal_lC.ter .. ~. 
Sincerely; 
Robin Fisher 
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, Carrolls · ~Ailnual Clearance Sale· 
• Jaa ~ thru Feb 2 5PM 
• 
I 
2,000 WINTER TIRES 
BELTED, RADIAL, CONVENTIONAL, USED, RECAP. TRUCK 
MANY UP TO 50% off 
ALL REDUCED-AT LEAST 30% 
EXAMPLES: 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
CAR, TRUCK, BUS, DIESEL. MARINE, INDUSTRIAL 
ALL TYPES - 25% off 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE ·'GO" BATTER I ES- 401½1 off 
EXAMPLE: 
77~, 1-l \\[AI HEIUV,1\\ I [ll 11111 rl'I.I. -11'1.Y lzE<;l'I.AR '-h-l.~!, Nl >W ,,i•i. 11:; PAIR GROUP 24. 24F or 22F: LIFETIME BATTERY: 
<,S11, I> IZ[< 1\1' ~\>\\· ,:-!.'!'! P,\IIZ FITS MOST CHEVY, FORD and PLYMOUTH MODELS 
REGULAR S52. 75 
IN< I.L'I l[\ I f.ll Ii\'<. Ml >l'N 11 N<, t\NI> 11,\1.t\NCI '\i(, 
N() EX<.HANCE IZE<)UIIZEI> 
STUDS - $9.95 A PAIR DURING THIS SALE NOW ONLY $31.65 INSTALLED 
BOSCH 
PLUGS 
REGULAR $1.45 
SALE .79 
BIG SAVINGS ON 
SUMMER TIRES 
SEE.PAGE 8 
WHEELS 
AT LEAST 
30% off 
MANY 40% off 
TRAILER HITCHES 
AT LEAST 25% off 
TRUECRAFT HAND TOOLS 
PLIERS, WRENCHES, HAMMERS. CHISELS, 
GABRI EL SHOCK ABSORBERS 
STANDARD- USUALLY S9.25 each - NOW S4.99 
1969 AND EARLIER MODELS SCREWDR~V~~S;t.\LLEN W,KE~CHES. HEAVY DUTY - USUALLY S14.75 - NOW $8.99 
ADJUSTABLE - USUALLY S21.95 - NOW $13.99 
AIR SHOCKS - USUALLY $69.95 - NOW S49.99 
UP TO ' TOOL SETS, METRIC TOOLS 
70% off 
DRY GAS 
29C each 
4 for $1 
CASE OF 24 FOR $4.60 
20 to 40% off 
PEAK 
ANTI F.REE·ZE 
39C QUART 
Sl.49 GALLON 
$6.45 5 GALLONS-
your container 
STARTING_ 
FLUID 
59C each 
3 For $1.39 
. TNSTALl,A1'ION AVAILABLE 
FIRES OUT 
AEROSOL FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
REGULAR $3.15 
NOW $1.99 
OIL FILTERS REBUILT ALTERNATORS HELPER 
SPRINGS 
$1.29 
. - . 
FORD OR CHRYSLER PRODUCTS - REGULAR $38.00 - $19.95 
GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCTS - REGULAR $31.00 - S1 /.95 
STARTERS, REBUILTS FOR IMPORTED CARS ALSO ON SALE 
750 to 1500 lb CAPACITY 
USUALLY $9.22 to SlS.92 
SALE $5.99 to $9.99 
ALSO ON SALE: BOSCH IGNITION PARTS, EXIDE WIRE & CABLE PRODUCTS, COOLANT KITS, CHEMICALS, 
ENGINE HEATER:S, BATTERY CHARGERS, TIRE PRESSURE GUAGES, MANY ONE-OF«A-KIND SPECIALS, MUCH, MUCH MORE-
• Carrolls Sales & Service 
/. 
·233 ELMIRA· ROAD 273-6310 
;,t_'•_,. 
I 
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Parapsychics 
Powe~fully · 
I 
I 
Presented In New Roeg Film ITHAFllt~ By Stephen H. Swartz 
For the past few years, in films. and books and 
on T.V. we have been presented with journeys into 
the occult, the surreal, the para-psychic. We have 
been informed that devils do indeed possess little 
children and occasionally their parents-evil is 
everywhere: in a school for girls, near the Catholic 
University union, even in the hearts of Ralph 
Bellamy and Patsy Kelly (two of the devil's 
· com padres in Rosemary's Baby). But, for many of 
the same reasons, notably a distinct and intruding 
commercialism, pandering to our traditional 
concepts of the horrific, most of these works have 
proven to be less than satisfactory; even, on too 
many occasions, perfe.ctly ludicrous. Take heart, 
however, for Nicholas Roeg has presented us with 
a dassic of the genre. 
Don't Look Now is a terrifying, brutal, bloody, 
beautiful film. In the great tradition of European 
film-makers, Nirl10las Roeg has fashioned a film so 
brilliant and so different that it should, and I can 
only hope will, influence other film-makers for 
years to come. Roeg, whose work to date has been 
poorly received by audiences and fared little better 
with cr111cs (although many cinematic 
connoisseurs noted his distinctive style and 
willingness to cxpenment in Performance), has 
taken this story by Daphne de Mauncr and given 
an entirely new definition to what death in Venice 
1s all about. Primarily concerned with images and 
moods, his film flow~ from Hertfordshire to the 
Adriatic--past schools and churches and' life and 
death and all our pre-conceived notions about 
what they all mean. 
The quality of Roeg's craftmanship that I 
applauu loudest is his intensity of feeling and the 
mcrcdiblc way he translates that to cinematic 
terms. l lis predominant images, the color red, 
rchg10us articles, water, arc examined and 
20 I S. Tio~., SL 
llh.u·a.N.Y: 
:.?i:! .. 8:?6:? , 
,\'ow-1:ap,•s 
a11d "eeords · __ 
~-,,,. I•• • •• •• 
re-examined, always catching us off 
guard-disturbing us into a different realization of 
reality. _ · 
John and Laura Baxter's little daughter drowns ' 
in a pond near their home in England. :rhey leave 
the scene of the· tragedy for Venice, where John 
has a contract to re-store an old and decaying 
church. It is in Venice that they meet two sisters 
·rrom England: one blind and gifted with psychic 
powers. Laura is drawn to them-the blind sister 
tells her that their dead daughter is trying to 
communicate with them. She has something to tell 
her. father-she is trying to warn him of imminent 
danger. 
As a perfect complement to the personal 
turmoil we witness, Venice is portrayed as_ a city 
beleaugured. Due to the acidity in the air, its 
churches and art works are decaying; rats swim in 
the w~ter of its famed canals; the city is plauged · 
by a mad killer on the loose. 
Enough about the plot: it's intricate and 
beautifully conceived and you'll want to see it for 
yourself. Julie Christie a11:l Donald Sutherland, as 
the Baxters, excel in difficult, demanding roles. 
Julie Christie, in this performance, re-affirms my 
belief (affirmed originally after seeing_ her in 
Darling, McCabe and Mrs. Miller, and Petulia) that 
she is a superb actress: one of the very finest 
around. Goddamn it, everyone in this film is good. 
Like Venice, plauged by its impending doom, 
Don't Look Now is a film of and about decay, 
about the loss of things and· people we love, about 
the fallability of rationality in coping with 
violence and death. It is great, I was a goner for 
twenty minutes after I saw it, and, although that's 
no justification for a recommendation, it does say 
something about its effectiveness. 
Don't Look Now is currently playing at The 
State Theater. · 
By Sam Milgrim 
Well gang, vacation is over and here we go again. 
As most of us look forward to a semester much 
like any other- semester, the Ithaca flicks continue 
With their best semester ever. It's true that SCQOO} 
can .be a drag, but, perhaps th~ film line up this 
semester will make some of the bad times go a bit 
faster. 
The 1 thaca Flicks return this weekend (January 
26 and 27) with What's Up Do~. This fantastically 
scr~wball comedy, directed by Peter Bogdonovich 
and starring Barbara Streisand 1md Ryan O'Neahs 
a film that can be described as two things; crazy, 
and directly out of-the thirties." For those of y_ou 
04t there who are film buffs, you will no doubt 
recognize that What's Up Doc is a film right out of 
the Cary Grant-Katherin~ Hepburn genre, with 
O'Neal in Grant's· parts and _ Streisand in 
Hepburn's. In- fact,· Bogdonovich himself 
aknowledges the fact that ,the film is really a 
remake of Bringing Up Baby starring both Grant 
and Hepburn. 
What's Up Doc can only be described as 
fantastically and _ whimsically insane, from 
beginning to end. From the inside of the Chinese 
dragon (used in the chase scene) to- the waters of 
San Francisco Bay ( where the chase ends in a 
floating Volksw.._agon), What's Up Doc is a 
pleasurable anomemorable v.iewing experience. It 
will be presented on January 26th and 27th in 
, Tl02 at 7:00 and 9:30 for $.75. 
February starts with one of the most popular 
detective films in recent years. The film is Dirty 
Harry and it is directed by ,Don Siegel and stars 
Classifieds 
Item-Noticed be that the 
lntersportaptic Cooperative proudlY 
announces the inauguration of their 
covert Literature Operation 
Dissemination (C.L.O.O.) Watch 
warily at the Eg. 
Ride needed to New Yori< City, 
preferably the Bronx, on Thursday, 
January 3tst, return Sunday, 
February 3. Will share driving and 
expenses. Please call Karen at 
273-8491 (usually home dinner time) 
Thanks! 
To the Colgate Kid and her 
Pepsodent Kid Sidekick, 
A merry Christmas and Happy 
New Vear. Enjoy England and don't 
be too hard on Scotland Yard. Will 
miss you. 
a F.H. teammate 
Bogen enlarger for sale. 75mm lens constitutional Lawbool< bY Barrett 
$150, 273·5373. wanted unrgently. Call Lynn 
273•5373. 
, I t· 
~en Light Gym · \ 
Ithaca College 't ..,--
Sat. Feb. 2, l 97trl · \\· . 
8 p.m. 
'l• 
,~ 
I 
II ' $2.50 
/ 
A Dynami 
A Fab 
Fashion Sh 
"Boogie Do 
MUSIC BY 0 
So let's get it on in an·EH 
AT: 8: 15 p.111, 
WHERE: Ithaca C 
WHEN: Friday, F 
DONATIONS: S5.00 p('r 
S3.00 p1·r 
· TICKETS ARE Lll\1ITED!) 
at Egbert Union, Cornell's S111d 
following stores: Th 
Euphoria 
Boss Tweeds 
Woolworth's 
Pants 'ri' Things 
The Male Iloom 
This '"Experience" is .beinl! h 
Afro Latin Society arid Stud 
MISTER DONUT 
. .Featuring 
·COOX-GAutllllff 
TRAVB.-
,..._, .-
· The Be.st Cup 
of Coffee 
in Town 
209 SOUTH MEADOW 
and the VILLAGE CRHII 
at COMMUNITY CORNERS 
• 
•l~DIVID~~~ & GROUr TIU ~EL' _ 
•EXCLU~JVE AGE~ts.FOR S.O.F.A .. , .. 
· *IN1'RA·EUROl~AN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
- .27~3073 
201. · N.:·--~t1amr.ks:t:~ -,--. imACN·~Y .. _;_- · 
• • _,v • •• • ,I • • ~ • • •~• • ~ 
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PREVIEW 
Clint Eastwood and Reni. Santoni. It is the story 
of Harry Callahan (Eastwood). Callahan is a man 
that can be trusted, as long as he is in front of you. 
Put he and his partner (Santoni) in pursuit of a 
sniper that is terr~zing San Francisco and you 
really have excitment couple with one of the more 
thrilling film chases in recent years. 
Dirty Harry is a lot of exdtment for $.75 and it 
will be presented in Tl 02 on February second and 
third at 7:00 and 9:30. 
Robert Redford comes to the LC. campus of 
February ninth · and ·tenth starring in The 
Candidate . This excellent film, dir_ected by Michael 
Richie and also starring Peter Boyle and Melvyn 
Douglas is the story of a man who is convinced 
that he must run for public·office, not to win, but, 
purely because of conscience. With the help of 
Gene McCarthy's speechwriter and John Tunney's 
campaign manager the story continues 
convincingly until we see that the issues are no 
lo.nger important, but the winning, suddenly is. 
The Candidate is exciting, interesting and most of 
all frustrating. Redford turns in one of the best 
performances of his career and for this and other 
reasons too numerous to mention. It's a film that 
is most certainly worth two hours of time any 
weekend. It will be presented on February ninth 
and tenth in Tl02 at 7:00 and 9:30 for $.75. 
Also coming i}p;_Fritz the Cat (February 16th 
and 17th) and a new concept in film programming 
here at Ithaca College, Ithaca Flicks one and two. 
Two old films· presented each week; Bogart, 
Cagney, Estaire, Gable, Tracy and others on 
Thursday and Friday, and contemporary feature 
films on Saturday and Sunday. Watch this column 
and the Ithacan for more details. 
ar Lois- Irma B.: 
appy 20th birthday. Remember, 
u're not getting older · you're 
ting better! 
><-
Love, 
Roomle 
Thanks for the gadget with over 
00 uses. Glad you had a good 
ation, you devil!! 
L,H & K,GER 
Y EXPE&IENCE! 
ge 's Terrace Dining Hall 
ruary 1st, 1974 
1uple . 
•rson 
1 can -purchase them 
Can't find your address. Help. 
GLK 
Kennedy Endorses Oschmann! Join 
the drive to draft Oschmann for 
Congress. Remember, there's no 
Oschmann like the present. 
Cornell University's Willard 
Straight Hall will host The O's in 
concert at 7:30, Saturday, January 
26, 1974. This free, non-profit 
organization features Dick Davis and 
Duane Hiatt with a mb<ture of Pop 
Hits, Classic Poetry, Original Music, 
Sketches, Dramatic Scenes, and Great 
·songs along with their place in· 
American History. Dick will handle 
banjo, trumpet, baritone, rhythym 
guitar while Duane Hiatt will take 
care of the lead tenor, guitar and 
drums In this free concert this 
Saturday evening. 
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Grafitti Goes TV; 
New Name, Scene 
By Fred Raker 
The Happy Days, starring Ro~ Howard (of 
American Graffiti fame), is a carefree, 
greased-back venture back to the fabulous fifties. 
It has all the fixtures of the "good old days"-
short-haired boys, white socks, sock-hops, cuffed 
pants (also seen today), teeny-boppers, the great 
sounds (the show opens with "Rock Around The 
Clock"), and it even has some funny lines. 
The show is different in the sense that no other 
sitcom has dared to go back to a time in which 
most generations can relate to. And even though 
creator Gerry Marshall did jump on the nostalgia 
bandwagon-which, I might add, is riding high 
and wide across this great land of ours-I feel he 
had a perfect right to. America today is having its 
problems and it needs something to alleviate the 
tension (as American Graffiti did on a larger 
scale).The Happy Days, as they are so fondly 
remembered, is fast paced and full of quick 
quips-mostly from Dad (Tom Bosley). Director 
Jerry Paris (Jerry on the_ ~'old" Dick Van Dyke 
Show), keeps the action moving as it did back in 
the '50's. 
The episode l saw was a fairly simple and fairly 
funny one. Richie '(Ron Howard) and his best 
buddy Pottsy (Anson Williams) decide to buy a 
car. - This decision comes about when one fella 
takes two girls,away from them with his "wheels." 
So they pool their resources and arrive at a grand 
total of $1 7 5 dollars. 
Richie goes home and asks his Dad if they can 
buy one and his Dad reflects, "175 dollars ... always 
wanted a Cadillac in the family." Richie presents 
"some good points -to why he needs a car. Dad 
counterattacks with, "But Dave and Ricky and· 
Beaver don't have cars." A clever line adding that 
extra touch of yesterday. -- - · 
To the S.A., 8th floor W.T.-
lt may be early, but happy b'day 
on the 22nd!! · 
A Friend from Talcott 
-6UZY•Q and Cin, 
Friends forever, you know? 
Thanks for helping make my vacation 
a little bit better. We'll have to get 
together more often!! 
Gail 
For Sale: Due to shortage crisis, old 
and new used albums are for sale, 
trade, and purchase. Ten years after, 
Dylan, Who, Mothers, Dead, Byrds, 
Kinks, Young Fish, Procol, Floyd, 
Reed. Call Rob X3773. 
Al'IC> 
As the story goes, Richie and Pottsy end up 
buying the car ( to say it was a bomb would be· 
complementing it) and as a result, each have a date 
. for the sock-hop. Before they leave, Pottsy gives 
Richie a lesson in how to approach a girl you want 
to "neck" with. (You lean over to lock her door. 
• Then while your arm is over h~r, carefully slide it 
down, getting a firm grip). 
The car gives the guys some trouble and they 
arrive at the sock-hop just in time for half a dance. 
Following that disaster, they drive up to the lake 
for "submarine races" (Synonym for pitching 
woo). Pottsy makes out all right buy Richie is a 
little shaky. It is a very funny bit when he and his 
date fall in the back as the front seats collapse. 
In the ensuing minutes, the car fails to start 
again (it was guaranteed for nineteen starts) and 
Richie and Pottsy begin to push. Richie's Dad 
initiates a one man search for him and arrives at 
the lake just at the moment the car and the two 
girls roll into the lake. It is a humorous scene 
climaxed by some good olo-fashioned slapstick. 
The show concludes with the selling of the car 
and Richie learning a valuable lesson.The writing is 
average-it's no worse than any other show today 
and maybe a little better. Ron Howard is Ron 
Howard ( with a little speck of Andy Griffith 
mixed in) and the supporting cast is very good. 
Tom Bosley ("The Debbie Reynolds Show") and 
Anson Williams keep the pace up witn cleverness 
and quickness while the Mother ( Marion Ross) 
plays a cute mother, occasionally throwmg in a 
zinger here and there. 
The Happy Days is a half-hour family situation 
comedy. There is nothing new about it, but there 
is a lot "old" about it-a slice of American life I 
think we can all look back upon and smile at. 
The Happy Days is seen on ABC at 8:00 p.m. 
every Tuesday night. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
CROSSROADS 
:· COFFEE HOUSE 
TUESDAY JANUARY 29 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m ... 
11 Union, and at all of the 
Looking Glass Ooutique 
l'WiS 
li\e N<w ~t>l"Ji~ed l.,gn~ 
need a part time 
call Bob (jros5 
xjff7 or l7l-'17l. 'I 
late Shop - s+vin1 ""Wa .. .O 
FR\0A1, JAtJ. 2.S" 
~:3o. 12.: 3o PM 
1ught to you by the 
t Acti~_ty Boa~d. 
ASIA TIC GARDEN 
CHINES&AMERICAN FOOD 
118 w:·state St· 
open toes catty-out 
hru ·. sun · Since 1931 service 
,,,.,,. ~ 
for -a, change' in cuisine try 
.. _:;.,$1A1tc.-.a~·•J1Ml ·~ ·.\).: ... 
· ............. "; ... . ' .. !,, -, 
.... ,•' I 
•. ~. 
HOLY COW LEATHER 
_ 418 Eddy Street 
Handcrafted Leather Belts 
Handbags 
Moccasin!j., 
Watchbands 
Other Accessories - Wallets 
At Prices You Can Afford 
- ,• ,. 
Monday-Sa~day 272-9607 
;-
-· ---·------·----·-=--·--=------..... -111111! ____ ..... ll!I 
" . . ... - .... -,, . -· . .,,.it•' ,·, 
-:· ..,'':'Lt'· ,·-:,,,,i, __ i.,_. ,-.•.•.,;.,.,,! .!,"> l.'ltp"' '~\8 
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ICE CREAM . .. - . .. hoV:ev_er, as the craft· shop has quality product for a low.price. . . ~ \ . . 
d f m Daac one · . tentatively been moved to an The price per- cone says Caplan, continue ro d · St· 11 · f ' · keeping with the Tower's a J~cent room. 1 • 1 would be a quarter; cherry, Survey R~tes. Nixon "Poor" 
recreational and lounge plans for unsu~t~ble san!tary . or no!se candy, and tax included. There 
the vario~s basement rooms. cboditions pe~sist w;th the ~e would be I 6-18 - flavors to 
There was the fear that the cream ~oncesswn, the shop will choose from in the beginning. 
traffic in and out of the shop be requned to leave. . Patrons would of course, he 
A random sampling of I 00 
Ithaca residents showed that 
almost halt of those .called 
thought Pn;sident Nixon is doing 
a "poor" job · and favored 
impeachment. 
proceedings should be held 
against Preside.nt Nixon, while 
36 percent said he should not be 
impeached. 19 percent' were 
undecided on' the impeachment might ruin a p(oposed study Old an~ N_ew says, have the option of having lounge. Also, a Tower craft shop As well as bnngmg back the their cone "loaded" or 
was vying for the same space as fruit-flavored phosphates, the "unloaded" as they wish. 
the ice cream parlor, as a much parlor also wants to ~ark ~he The price would possiMy be 
n e c d e d sin k for both return of the old-fashioned ice lower were it not for the 
operations, is in the cited room. cream cone, wit~ a cherry on group,'s · plan to raise money for 
Accomodations were made top and a candy m the bottom~ scholarships, a driving force 
48 percent of those polled 
believed the President is doing a 
"poor" job, while 32 percent 
agreed he was performing a fair 
.job, and only 14 percent 
thought Nixon was doing 
"good" or "excellent" with his 
duties as President. 6 percent 
were undecid~d. 45 percent 
believed impeachment 
question. --
A 11 ca 11 s we re made 
reg I 1.00 to 17.00 
7.99 
closeout of our holiday lines 
novelties, short and long sleeves, vests & pullovers 
solid colors and paitems 
all washable Orlon acrylic 
sizes 34-40 S,M,L 
ALSO 
famous brand blouses sizes 8-18 
reg I 1.00 - 16.00 
now 9.99 
famous brand jr. slacks sizes 5 - 13 
reg to 15.00 
now 8.99 
behind their move for the shop. 
The current rising high costs of 
institutions such as Ithaca 
College are squeezing too many 
students out of college, as they 
proportionate to the Ithaca and 
IC communities. Calls to the 
Cornell Campus were suspended 
this week because classes have 
not yet resumed there. Each 
week, WICB Radio conducts this 
informal poll on local, state, 
national, and international 
feel sure every one now reafizes, Qlll::Z:IICICll::IICll:::B::a::::E:111:11Cai::a::Zz:a::::IICIICllc:a::a.:B:11C11C1ta:::S:ati 
and they think this is a way to 
do something about it which will 
benefit the students at both ends 
issues. 
YOUR FATHER'S MOUSTACHE 
of the deal, those who buy the 
ice cream and those who receive 
the scholarships. 
Music for weddings bar-mitzvahs, or anywhere that 
. 
The only thing needed now 
for the shop to become an 
actuality is the initial funding. 
Congress referred the proposal 
Tuesday night to its budget 
committee where it presently 
good dance a.r1d cocktail music is required 
Call STEVE 272-9682 
awaits a decision. 
·-Carrolls' Su:miner Tire -Sale 
'Sale on all summer 
tires i~clud.ing Radials 
ALL DISCOUNTS FIGURED ARE JAN 16PRICES 
(6% INCREASE DOES NOT 
APPLY DURING THIS SALE) 
·Wh.y ~uy now? 
1) SAVE UP TO $87.70 A SET 
' . 
2) MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE TIRES 
YOU NEED FOR SPRING 
3) SAVE THE JAN 16, 6% INCREASE 
4) PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST 
FURTHER PRICE INCREASES 
Carrolls' Sales 
& Service, Inc. 
23~ ELMIRA ROAD 
273-6310 
c:ornell concert commission pres~nts 
(] 
Buy one tire - 10% off 
Buy two tires - 15% off 
Buy four tires - 25%' off 
FREE MOUNTING', BALANCING, AND 
-TUBELESS VALVE WITH EVERY TIRE 
Sale prices good 'til 5 p.m. 
Feb.2 
Layaway available 
SEE OUR ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE AD 
ON PAGE 5 
with- Tom Scott and the L.A. Express 
- ~- ::,. 
f !}:?t,:;.:·;:_.. :: -:-/· 
: t ~,,•.}- ...... suliday,· f eh. 3, 1974 
8p.m. in barton hall 
TICKETS oN SALE AT: 3 Co~nell Unions, Midtown 
Rec~rds, Ma~er's S~oke Shop, ~gbert Union (I.e.) 
,.. •: ~ 
:..., ;·;,,, 
better sportsweaf second floor 
• .· • ... : ... .. -·----4-....... ,., __ , . ._.. ..... .:-·1- _. ......... , ____ ._.,~. , ... A-· ·-,;~ 
• .. ..- r 11\.•' r 
·- ": : '~ 
. ,· -
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_s-erbian-American· Relations, 
.. :thr~e· ·ho'urs 'of advanced 
·. Bottchelism, and __ three hours of 
. - - . 
Rtl#IOr~Has:;lt •. ~ .· 
- ·History of Cave Art, he felt 
pleased! 
targum crossword 
. - . .. - : 
lty Mike Hunt 
· As we all know, second 
semester has begun. And, as we 
.au recover from the· highs of 
vacation:· and the hassles- of 
'registration we can all take heart 
.in the sad but humorous story of 
a good friend of .mine. 
. Rumor has it that Robe~t I. 
Fisher, cousin of the late great 
Robert C Feigenbaum awoke 
early Monday morning, far 
too~ soia~ in the fact.that being 
the 2,035tb person in line at the 
gym would ·at' least give· him a 
good hour and a ·half to rewrite 
his schedule before he reached . 
the door. After figuring-out ten 
-different courses of action, 
Robert waited patiently for the 
long line moving at its snails 
pace to deposit him at the gates 
of Academic Registration. 
Reaching: those pearly gates at 
fl :00 he at last saw tl\,e li~t at 
the end of the tunnel as the 
doors ~~nously closed in front 
of him. ·Realizing the follie of 
eating lunch and thus losing his 
place in line, Robert irately sat 
himself down on the wet, cold, 
floor determined bl sit out the 
two hour wait for registration to 
, before brave Helios had 
mounted .. his steeds (se~ Edith 
Hamilton's Mythology). Young 
Robert, seeing that his stereo' 
AM/FM digital clock radio 
equipped with a cassette tape 
deck complete with a Dolby and 
a chromium dioxide bias switch 
plus a snooze button .said 7:45 
rushed into his typical LC. open once-more. 
As ~he magic hour of 1 :00 
student morning of registration . struck and the doors began to 
On!=e again, smiling grimly, he 
proceeded to General 
'Registration. Here, he thought 
. comes the easy part, and he had 
an houi: and a half to get it done. 
It took him but five minutes to 
pick up his bill, fifteen minutes 
waiting .in line for the cashier, 
and then two seconds to realize 
his bill was wrong. Bob was 
confident, however, that a quick 
trip to the business desk would 
rectify the error. An hour l!nd 
two long distance'phone calls to 
Bayonne, New Jers~y later, 
Robert was again in lil\e for the 
cashier. After overcoming this 
· obstacle, he rushed through the 
rest of registration in the 
remaining minutes. 
1 
14 -
17 
19 
23 
28 
33 
51 
56 
As he walked out, the doors 61 
clanged ominously behind him. 
Dropping to all fours, he slowly 
but surely crawled through the 
freezing mud and snow back to 
his room, where he collapsed on 
2 3. 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 
6 
garb. Dressed somewhat like creak open, Robert;_ despite the 
Nanook of the North, he pushed damage done to his nerves and 
the elevator button in his West the seat of his pants, wa·s raring 
Tower residence hall and after to register. Dashing· the doors, 
waiting a few moments dashed 
his bed, and slept through the 
first day of his classes. 
. © Edward J41ius, 1973 Targum CW73-41 
down the stairs frantically. Robert- frantically ran from one 
table to another, only . to find 
~rriving at the union ~t each and every one of his 
approximately 8:00, he took his alternative plans was inoperative. 
place in line behind a number of An hour and a half later after 
similarly clad I.C. students. He insult had been added to injury, 
was gratified at his good fortu-ne Robert was able to look at a 
of being only 945th person in-- 1 h h 
ll·ne. · After -approximately an finished schedule. A t ough e didn't want six hours of target 
hour of patient waiting, he archery, three hours of 
found himself at last' in a 
At this time I would like to 
deviate from the subject and 
sincerely thank Robin Fisher for 
the t!loughtful letter to The 
Ithacan. As we all know, 
imitation is the since.rest form of 
flattery and I am very flattered, 
Thank you. Keep · those cards 
and letters coming in folks. 
position to get his packet, and 
then after patiently articulating 
his ID number eleven or twelve 
times, and waiting for a half 
hour for them to find his 
misplaced packet, he walked 
bmkly out of the union holding , 
it jubilantly in the air. His look 
of -glee turned to sheer horror 
during his walk over to the gym 
when he opened his packet. and 
GLENDALE COLLEGE 
found suddenly,that out of his 
18 credits he ha_d been left with 
.5. Robert was heartbroken, but, 
=--- OF LAW 
,1 
,~ ' i', 
LW 
• A Degree Progn,m Quolifyino Graduates For Calif. Bar Exam 
• S Min. From Downtown las Anoeles In A Suburban Conwnunily 
• Enrollmem Now Being Accepted For March Term 
• Inquiries Are Invited By The Deon Of Adminions· 
GLENDALE COllfGE OF LAW 
220 NO. GLINDALE AYE 
GLENDALl,CA.91206 1213) 247-0770 
ACROSS 
Dutch philosopher, 
author of "Ethics" 
8 One of the 7 Won-
ders of the World 
14 Degree of quality 
15 Boat race 
17 Everything counted 
18 Gave forth 
19 Prefix: wool 
20 Paradises 
22·Coast 
23 Nights before 
25 Close to (poet.) 
i1 Actor Jannings 
28 Avian abodes 
30 Roman outer 
gannents 
32 Fennented drink 
33 Inferior substitute 
35 Distant planet 
37 Swerve 
39 Harvest 
40 The Real McCoy 
43 - Kenny 
47 "Light-horse Harry" 
48 Hatred 
50 "Canterbury T.il 1 es" 
character 
51 Fonnerly (archaic) 
FREE UNIVERSITY. 
53 Tree of the birch 
family 
55 "- Above All" 
(Eric Knight novel) 
56'+1orning: Fr. 
58 Unsatisfactory 
product 
60 ltigerian tribe 
61 Put to use 
63 More dim, said of 
tearful eyes 
65 Merrymaker 
66 Rich in design 
67 Disavow again 
68 Gnawing ma11V11als 
DOWN 
12 Turkish empire 
13 I nfert i1 e 
16 Fred Astaire's 
sister 
21 Inert element 
24 Ward (off) 
26 Ravishes 
29 Taker of dictation 
31 Step 
34 "The Prisoner 
- of-" 
· 36 Tip over 
38 Good-natured 
ridicule 
40 One who scolds 
41 Unmanageable 
42 Unclothed 
44 Middle East 
Triangle with capita 1 
unequal sides 45 Obvious 
2 Idle chatter 46 Vacation spots ~ 
3 Disease 47 Relative of the £ 
4 Insect egg monkey ~ 
5 Woodwind instrument 49 An arm or a leg g 
6 Classmate of Dobie 52 Like a bathroom a 
Gillis wall : 
7 Passionate 54 Comic strip ~ 
8 Prophet 57 African river Q 
9 - and haw 59 Exigency 
IO Spartan king 62 Buddhist sect 
11 Early-blooming 64 Epoch 
Are you interested in taking couises in 
Jl,fl:e.']J · mas5Q9e 
-
Au.tomeGhanics 
· JkcDupa9e 
Aippleilf9h«ns 
If so, You're in .. luCk. 
. ' 
!lloney ma.n~ment 
P)whx;raftty 
Maler Exercise· 
These are_ soltle of the 
co_u~ses · being oHered. by· the OHice of Canipus 
Activities·_ .. For more -information see 
. -
........ 
_QI)· p.ag:e· 3-- or call· :Ji.f.n ~t· Xl49. 
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SPORTS . By Lee Auerbach In what began as a slow paced contest, the Ithaca College Bombers walloped the Bald Eagles of Lock Haven 71-53 at 
the Ben Light Gymnasium 
Monday night. The· victory was 
the fourth for the Bombers who 
have not 'yet lost a home game. 
SWIMMERS DROP TWO The first half was dominated by Lock Haven'_s deliberately 
slow attack, which impaired the 
Bomber's usual running game. 
:-:The LC. swim team ran mto 
some stiff competition against 
Alfred and St. Lawrence just 
before the recent holiday 
vacation, droppmg both meets 
to fall to 1-3 for the season. It 
was the same old story. lack of 
depth Jnd injuncs, that has thus 
far hampered the Ithacan~, who 
a re bidding for their first 
wmnmg season in I.C' swimming 
history. 
Against Alfred, the lthacans 
took six races plus the final rciay 
only to come out on the short 
end of a 59-54 verdict. Jim Stahl 
and Scott I landlcr !cl.I the 
Bombers with l.loublc victone~. 
St.ah! won the 200 meter 
Intermediate Medley to stretch 
h1~ wmning streak to s1xtl.!cn Ill 
that event, dating back to the 
beginning ot la~t season. Ile later 
added a win m the 200 meter 
backstroke. l lanl.llcr con tinucd 
to rack up points and smash 
rccon.ls on tl1e one and three 
meter hoard~. I le won both 
diving events. ~citing a varsity 
record 111 three meter 
competition. Spnntcr Bruce 
G 1lhe\ took the 50 meter 
frcestroke. anti Mark La ft won 
the 200 meter breaststroke. 
Gillies adtletl a second 111 the 
100 Free. Steve Danyla took a 
second in the 500 Free. and 
Steve Kunkel placctl second 
heh111tl Laff }l\:omplete an I.C. 
Diamonds that 
shine as much as 
you_do. 
Pollen's Jeweler. 
188 Pleasant Grove Rd. 
Open Tuesdoy thru Saturday 
10 a.m. to S p.m. ;~;;;; 
I 
sweep of the 200 breaststroke. 
Danyfa, Walters, Van Remmen, 
S chnc1derman, and diver 
Wozencraft each added thirds. 
The 400 Free relay team of 
Gillies, Van Remen, Walters, and 
ancho~man Stahl, swam neck 
with their Alfred counterparts 
before touching them out in the 
end by one tenth of a second to 
win. 
Senior Mike Marino, who 
holds the school 200 flystroke 
record swam despite a ten 
month lay-off, putting in an 
ad m1rablc performance in the 
Fly leg of the opening 400 meter 
Medley relay, and contributing a 
third place finish in the 200 Fly. 
Road Nightmare 
The continuing lack of I.C. 
depth and a stronger Larries 
squad turned the lthacans' first 
road meet of the season into a 
nightmare. Handler and Laff 
were the only two individual 
winners that day for LC., along 
with the opening 400 yard 
Medley Relay team. Handler 
smashed his own one meter 
IC BASKETBALL AND HOCKEY ON WICB 
This Saturday, The lthacans travel to Geneva 
for, a rematch with the Hobart Statesmen. Join 
Don Koneig and the WICB Sportsteam for all the 
action at 7:50 pm Saturday on WICB-AM. On 
Wednesday, Ithaca College returns to hockey 
action as R.I.T. visits Lynah Rink. Ben Harvey, 
Jeff Bloom, and Paul Harvey will bring you the 
game starting at 7 :20 on ICB-FM. 
Down b_y eight points at the 
·- half, the lthacans' utilized 
smooth teamwork and pulled 
within three points with 
eighteen minutes left in the 
game. Senior guard Bill Folkins, 
high scorer · for ·the con test 
tossed ·in sixteen of his eightee~ 
points during the second period·. 
Bruce Jones, second high scorer 
with seventeen points, captured 
ten rebounds, aiding !C's 
defensive ·play. 
Warren Gooding, 5'9" guard' 
who sparked the Bald Eagle's 
.attack, kept the.!Il in the game 
with sixteen counters. 
The Bombers took over the 
lead with thirt~en minutes to go 
and continued increasing their 
advantage for the remainder of 
the game. David Storch, 
although personally adding only 
one point, organized the 
Bomber's final drive. 
The Bombers will be trying to 
even their record at 5-5 at Alfred 
University, Wednesday at 8:00. 
The J.V.'s lost the opening 
contest to Genesee C.C. and are . 
now 0-6. 
Ma_son Fl-oduc.tions· 1-lnnounces 
T~l.s Jar the. Spr," P,-~f,on 
L1TTLE PlAFllf SUNSJ-ll7V[ 
D,rec.1ed !J /3)LL .STORR.ER \ 
Tr:1ouf s fur Vocal Leads and Chor as 
Tues~, Jimu..!!!'.!J 29th, 7:30 f"""· 
~rform!!3 flrts BLLild~1!9, L. C. 
FRI. &.SAT. HAPPY'S HOUR 
mized drinks & beer specials , 
~£Pt}\ SO ELSE~(;.£ 
TAVERN 
EXTRA SPECIAL WEEKLY SPECIALS 
PINA COLADA 
TUES. NITE 'EXTRA -SPECIALS 
soc 
108 N-.AlJROR~ ST. 
SKIP & GO N~KE-D 
RUM AND COKE 
soc 
i 
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BARBARA STREISAND IN two PARTS 
The star of "The Way We Were" is featured this 
-week on Irene Yellon's "One of a Kind" on 
ICB-FM. Irene traces Barbara Streisand's career 
FOREIGN STUDY 
The· Ithacan, January· 24, I 914, Page 11 
Towen Dining 
continued from page ono 
think we have to worry about 
the money being wasted," Mr. 
Spence said. 
· from the start to her current success. Included are 
Barbara's greatest hits on the first of two ·parts this 
· Saturday at 10:15 pm. Before "One of a Kind" 
listen to "ICB Spotlite" with Tom Hovey for the 
newest releases in music Saturdays at 10:00. 
There will be an open meeting on Foreign ~tudy 
Monday, January 28 at 8: 15 p.m. in the 
Crossroads. All students interested in obtaining 
information concerning semester or year programs 
and summer programs are urged to attend this 
meeting. Former students from London and 
representatives from the various departments who 
offer overseas programs. will be available to answer 
specific questions. Slides will be shown and 
regreshments will be served. All are welcome to 
attend 
None of the renovating will be 
done while people are eating, 
according to Mr. Spence. The 
glass wall was put in last year 
during meal times, and that was 
not· popular. 
-
/ 
Never have 
· so many Written 
Announcing the winners 
of The Schaefer Write-
Your-Own-Punchline 
Contest. 
so much for 
so little. .\ 
Thanks and a T-shirt to everyone who entered The Schaefer 
Write-Your-Own-Punchline Contest. As we suspected, the entries 
were real snappers, featu·ring such clever literary devices as mala-
propism, obscenity and dullness. Gee whiz, it must be a lot of fun 
being in college nowadays. 
ONCE A KNIGHT FELT Ct)Y.PflLED 
10 GET IT ON AND TELL IT LIKE IT 
IS SO HE COULD GET MIS HEAD 
STRAIGHT AND PUT DOWN ANY 
BAJ) VIBES TIIAT MIGHT l3E GOING 
DOW>I BETWfEN HIMSELF MD 
HIS ROOMMATE, A ORAGON. 
AND Hf DID $AV: "lOOI\'. MAN;" 
YOU OWE ME. SEVFRAL CARLOADS 
OF SCHAEFER.BEER A>ID IT'S 
ABOUT TIME. JOU DID SQMETHIJ./G 
::'OQ. ME: IF YOU GET ME A ~TE, 
I'LL FORGET ABOUT THE SEER." 
AND THE DRAGON DID ~EE AMP 
DID REPAIR lO TiiE PHONE BOOTH 
0. THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE 
THE NAMES OF SEVERAL WILUN(; 
MAIDENS WERE US1ED. BUT 
ALAS, HE MET WITH LITJLE 
success FOR THE KNIGHT WAS 
i<NOWN BY ONE AtlD ALL TO BE. 
1N THE PARlANC!a OF THE 
U~IVE'RSITAS, AN 'HJNYSKAY 
:EPCR'A'(1,,•(1) ' 
Deflate is quicker than de hand. 
WHERE HE DID ACQUIRE A 
SUITABLE MATCH FOR CNE 50 
GtnED 1-5 THE k'tJIGtiT, 
f.1.JD THE KN/GttT, IN PRE~RATION 
!;OR H.ISWRENDfZ·VOrJS.O:) pc::, GRcX:.M 
HW,':iElF MOST rASTIDlllUSl,Y Al'IO DID 
PLIT ON ICE. PLl:~ITY CF .SCHAEF'E~ 
JEER, LONG IC'NOWN iO BC. THE 
PCRFECT nn:1R FOR "'TRY5lJNG,.lJ 
BECAUSE IT HAS Flt.VCR THAT 
COMES ON BJllGHT & CRISP, CVEN 
t.S EVENTIDE FADES TO MOR~. 
Here are a few of the winning entries: 
PROVING ONCE AGAIN THAT: 
"'BLAME !TON THEBOSSA N"" l• ~ 8/..UE TAIL FLYf"SORRENTOOO 
A'SHAWAJIGCIES SOGOCS:?'HE 
N'ATION • BECAUSE IT HAS 
HAIR UNDER. IT$ WINGS SO 
HE DECIOEOTOKEE'PTI-IE 006 
r ... oio so HE DID BEGIN iO f'HERrf.lN u•JDAIJNT(D tlE \\'(f~T ON TO RECITE 
TH£ N/.ID • ., H\S CH.AN-a(l?S. HE DID .. GREAT N~Ef'!T5 r>. N'CDICINE. t.ND 
COURT HER wmtTHE 8£ST N FCt.K wHl!.PEi:i'fD SWEET r.OTHIHGS 
MUs1c:·01G HITS CF- THE FORTIES," ,O,'Hf',,(E .. E' DID f,',All"E HIS MOVE 
/ND THEN DID l?EGALE HER WITH 
HIS POLITICAL Wl5DCM: 
'Tis better to have loved and bust. 
Dragons make bettJr wallets than roommates. 
than to spend your life pondering 
whether hair does grow on the south side 
of a turtle. The kiss of death lives. 
A move for an end comes to disaster 
unc;!er the cover of Knight. 
You win some, you lose some, 
and some get rained out. 
Bob Canter Scott Ellner 
George Washington U. Syracuse U. 
SusadDunn MarkHeend 
Towson State College St.\Johns U. 
Bruce Howell Ray Smith 
ColgateU. · U. of Rochester 
JimCucinell Steve Braun 
Georgetown U. Rutgers U. 
Michael Kiely Steven Kopstein 
Providen_ce College SU NY-Albany 
oa·vid Zaharchak Michael Priestly 
U. of Maryland- U. of Massachusetts 
' M. Feder Curtis Nelson 
Princeton U. AmericanU. 
Amy Raff Michael Boron 
SU NY-Buffalo Canisius College 
And the Boswell Brown Nose Trophy goes to: 
Yea, though beauty be only skin-deep, 
and an instant of ecstasy may burst 
with the passing of fleeting time, 
Schaefer flavor never fades. 
Priz~ money and a T-shirt to: 
Thom Abba Phil Shinn RoyCherris Mike Meader 
Fordham U. Brown U. Trenton State College Fairleigh Dickinson U . 
David Debroote . Rich Kagan GeorgeAlleri Joan Branden 
SU NY-Potsdam YaleU U. of Delaware Rider College 
Keith Bobier Jim Edwards David Elyachar Michael Maloy 
SU NY-Binghamton Johns Hopkins U. Ithaca College SU NY-Oswego 
Joseph Cohen Larry Sullivan Dana St. James Peter Wicklein 
Boston U. NiagaraU. Holy Cross College U. qf Bridgeport 
Kay Navratil Pete Montan Nan Schreier Torn Aurrichio 
CW. Post College St. Lawrence U. SU NY-Plattsburgh SU NY-Cortland 
Chris Haesloop James Anderson ·chester Schnepf Richard Blewett 
R.P.1. U. of Connecticut Hofstra U. Cornell U. 
Gene-Freedman Ed Nast Paul Weeks H. Sassounian 
PaceU. GatholicU. U. of Rhode Island Columbia'U. 
Douglas Morgan Samuel Ziplow Walt Bishop Mart Corry 
MIT Adelphi U.' . Seton Hall U. Boston College 
- / • ' ? • • • ' ' 
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